Abstract: Crossing or Not-Crossing (C/NC) problem is important to autonomous vehicles (AVs) to safely interact with pedestrians. However, this problem setup ignores pedestrians walking along the direction of vehicles' movement (LONG). To enhance AVs' awareness of pedestrians behavior, we make the first step towards extending C/NC to C/NC/LONG problem and recognize them based on single body pose. In contrast, previous C/NC state classifier depends on multiple poses [1] or contextual information [2] . Our proposed shallow neural network classifier is able to recognize these three states within a very short time. We test it on JAAD 1 dataset [2] and report average 81.23% accuracy. In order to further improve the classifier's performance, we introduce a computational-efficient method, action momentum optimizer (AMO), to correct prediction based on crossing behavior pattern. And our experiment shows that the classifier performs at most 11.39% better on continuous pose test with the help of it. Furthermore, this model can cooperate with different sensors and algorithms that provide 2D pedestrian body pose so that it is able to work across multiple light and weather conditions. In addition, we have created extended annotations of pose for JAAD dataset, which will be publicly released soon 2 .
Introduction
In 2017, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) reported 5,977 pedestrians death in United States. Among these accidents, 5,890 pedestrians were killed by single or multiple motor vehicles. When accidents happen, 84.4% (4,529) of victims were struck by the front of the vehicles [3] . According these data, we believe that an approach to avoid hitting front pedestrians, which accounts for the highest proportion of fatal vehicle-human accidents, is critical for AVs to safely interact with other road users. Typical instance of crossing state change and Time-To-Event(TTE) frame. Pedestrian in this figure changes state from NC to C. The frame with highlighted is the TTE frame, which is the frame that crossing state changes.
Simply obeying traffic rules is far not enough for AVs to prevent vehicle-human accidents. Earlier work to remedy this problem includes predicting pedestrians' intention based on previous trajectory [4] or velocity [5] or expected crossing destination [6, 7] . More recent work focused on contextual elements [2] such as weather conditions, day-time and etc., which showed improved performance. However, predicting pedestrians' intention remains a challenging problem due to their arbitrary impending motion [8] . They can decide to change moving direction, stop crossing and etc. within a second and are also influenced by multiple internal and external factors. For instance, arbitrary improper actions such as failure to yield right of road, improper crossing of roadway or intersection, darting or running into road and failure to obey traffic signs, signals, or officer lead to 1,788 (29.9%), 1,268 (21.2%), 592 (9.9%) and 266 (4.5%) death [3] in 2017. Thus, it is very difficult predict their intention based on prior data (trajectory, velocity and etc.) or contextual information, which is unquantifiable and hard to identify, within a short time window. In addition, most of these approaches need strong computational power and work offline, which limit them to be deployed on AVs as real-time safety precaution.
How to reduce the occurrence risk of these accidents? We believe that state estimation is the answer more promising and feasible than intention prediction to this question. Our logic is: on the premise of life first, AVs should always yield road right once crossing pedestrians is detected in front. A pedestrian action recognizer that is able to robustly output accurate estimation within very short period of time would allow AVs have enough time to perform smoother and safer maneuver to prevent collision, which also makes passengers more comfortable and pedestrians more confident to cross [1] . In addition, even a vehicle-pedestrian crash is not avoidable, it is able to reduce the chance of causing hospitalization-required injuries [9] .
Earlier related work [1, 10, 11] simply classify pedestrians' action to crossing and not-crossing (C/NC). Crossing indicates pedestrians' movement is lateral to vehicle, and the rest belongs to notcrossing. This is a dangerous classification, especially when vehicle turns at intersection. For instance, as Fig. 3 shows, before the vehicle turn right, the pedestrian bounded by orange box would be classified as NC. However, in the middle of turning, they would be in C state by the same criteria. Therefore, we extend the criteria to C/NC/LONG, which allows AVs to sense pedestrians behavior in both parallel and lateral direction and avoid dilemma illustrated in Fig. 3 .
To perform C/NC/LONG classification task for AVs, we propose an fast shallow neural network classifier that is able to work across multiple sensors(e.g., depth sensor, lidar, thermal camera and monocular camera) enable all-time onboard operation. It takes single human pose as input since human body pose is a strong indicator of pedestrians motion state. Current state-of-the-art algorithms and multiple sensors integrated on AVs provide pedestrian relative reliable detection, tracking and pose estimation [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] data in various weather and light conditions, which allow us get real-time body pose of specific pedestrian timely and focus more on analyzing these data.
In addition, based on general pedestrians' lateral crossing behavior pattern, we introduce a novel method, action momentum optimizer (AMO), to improve the performance of our classifier with few resource consuming. 
Related Work
In this section, we mainly review prior works in area of predicting pedestrian behavior based on body pose and C/NC classification.
Köhler et al. [19] [20] leverage the contour of pedestrians to predict their intentions. And posture [21, 22] and body language [23, 24] were also studied for the purpose. Quintero et al. [24] , Rehder et al. [25] , Schulz and Stiefelhagen [26] tent to approximate head and body orientation to estimate pedestrian intentions. However, in [26] the experiment showed head detection doesn't provide useful data for C/NC task. Hariyono and Jo [27] combined lateral speed, orientation, pose and abstract scene information to feed them to a neural network, which is able to predict impending actions.
Most studies mentioned above focus on partial feature of body pose, Schneemann and Heinemann [28] suggested that without information about pedestrians' posture and body motion, the detection of pedestrians' intention change will be delayed. The baseline evaluation of JAAD dataset [2] supported this conclusion. They compared C/NC task performance between approaches with full body feature and appearance and specifically focus on sub-appearance of partial feature. The result suggested that the latter would not help to improve C/NC task performance. In Fang et al. [29] , instead of appearance, they accumulate and update full body pose(i.e., skeleton keypoints) and feature over time by a sliding time-window as input of their support vector machine(SVM) classifier. They obtained best C/NC task performance on Daimler's dataset [30] . In addition, they also use Time-To-Event to evaluate the sensitivity to intention change of pedestrians. Later they improved their method and tested on JAAD dataset.
Method
In this section, we introduce C/NC/LONG classifier including data processing and network structure in 3.1 and elaborate AMO in 3.2.
C/NC/LONG Classifier
Figure 4: 9 most stable keypoints Data Processing. Typical COCO format body pose has 18 keypoints. However, when pedestrians cross in front of vehicle, one of their arms could be partially or fully invisible to ego-camera on vehicle, so as keypoints on face.
To resolve this issue, we follow the similar pose preprocessing procedure to Fang and López [1] 's work. A pruned pose only contains the 9 most stable keypoints 3 , which represent shoulders and legs ( Fig. 4 shows relative position of these points on human body). These keypoints indicate essential action information including motion state (start walking/ keep walking/ stop walking/ stand) and moving orientation. To eliminate negative influence caused by different pose scale, we translate and normalize them. First, we set pose center at neck, which assign (0, 0) to it. Then, we compute the normalization factor n: n = max(pose.y) − min(pose.y) for each pose and normalize x, y Neural Network . Since real-time C/NC/LONG classification task is extremely sensitive to time and mobile platform (AV) generally has limited computational power. We design a shallow neural network, which only contains 2 hidden fully connected layers and consuming limited resource. The network takes x and y coordinate of pose as input data and output the probability for each state.
Action Momentum Optimizer
Action Momentum Optimizer (AMO) is designed especially for scenario that pedestrian crossing in front of vehicles, which only includes C and NC state. And there are two typical patterns of it. The first one is crossing-crossing (C-C), which indicates that pedestrians keep walking from a curbside of road to the other without stopping, this situation generally happens when vehicles yield road right to pedestrians before they enter the road. The second one is not crossing-crossing (NC-C), which means pedestrians standing close to curbside at the beginning, and then start crossing roads. Through observation of JAAD dataset and the performance of C/NC/LONG classifier, we conclude that (i) once pedestrians start crossing, there are few instance that they change action state during the process, we name this as C/NC state consistency; (ii) Most C/NC state changes happen at the starting stage, which is position near the curbside; (iii) With correct pose input, classifier makes error estimation when left and right side keypoints of legs are very close or overlap when pedestrian is in C state. Based on these knowledge, we introduce a AMO for this crossing scenario. The visualization of AMO functions are plotted in Fig. 6 .
Each time a pedestrian is detected, we use the pose estimated from frames taken from 0 -250ms (0 is the point of time that the first frame of pedestrian is captured) to set initial state (C/NC). We assign each frame a weight w i (Summation of w i is 1). And the value of cnc is 1 if the pose is classified as C and 0 if the result is NC. The initial state is determined by: Init = n i=1 cnc * w i . If Init is larger than 0, the initial state is C (NC for negative Init). In addition, the amount n of pose depends on camera and pose estimator. In our experiment, we assign n 16 or 8 since JAAD was captured by 60 and 30 frame per second(fps) cameras. The weight for each frame is (for 60 fps case): w i = 0.02 + f rame * 0.006 Fig. 6 illustrate the change trend of weights for corresponding frames, which increase over time since the latter frames contain more recent data.
Static Momentum. After initial C/NC state is determined, we apply correction value (cv) to result of C/NC/LONG classifier: [P c * , P nc * , P lon * ] = [P c + cv, P nc , P lon ]. P c , P nc and P lon are original output of classifier, which means the probability of the result is being C, NC and LONG. Expression on the left side of equation with * is the compensated probability. Furthermore, instead of constant or linear, a non-linear cv function is applied in our approach, the reason is: (i) when pedestrians are at or close to curbside, they expose larger portion of front body to ego-camera on vehicles, which allows estimator generate relatively high-quality pose. A high correction value is unnecessary, or can even lead error classification; (ii) At the starting stage of crossing, pedestrians' position is still close to curbside. It is likely that crossing process is interrupted by vehicles that failed to perceive pedestrians. (iii) When pedestrians are in the middle stage of crossing, pose estimator generate lowquality pose and they are unlikely to stop, as mentioned in 3.2, a higher cv helps C/NC classifier generating not only more accurate, but also safer results. And that is the reason we apply the second non-linear correction value when state changes (Fig. 6, right graph) . Of particular note is that our approach do not choose correction based on initial state. There is only one correction before a NC to C state change happens. Finally, since this is a static correction, the correction value at each Figure 6 : The left graph illustrate the change trend of weight of frames over time. The middle graph shows the change trend of correction value for C -C pattern. The right graph shows the change trend of correction value for C -NC -C and NC -C patterns stage is preset. With different pedestrians' behavior and contextual information, the performance improvement of specific cv might be varied. Therefore, we only report the correction has best average performance by our experience in JAAD. For C-C pattern, our cv is:
.For C -NC -C / NC -C pattern, our cv is: cv = 0.428 * tanh(f rame/105) f rame < T T E cv = lcv + 0.069 * tanh((f rame − T T E)/105) f rame ≥ T T E where lcv = 0.428 * tanh(T T E/105). Note that in all cases, cv becomes to 0 when crossing is completed.
Dynamic Momentum. This correction is based on the shoulder keypoints. The cv is inversely proportional to width of subjects' shoulder:
Although this approach generate real-time cv based on subjects' body feature, we do not suggest this unless there are specific experimental subjects and they are less likely to random change body orientation. So far we have not found a ideal M value has acceptable performance across subjects in JAAD. Instead, we only have suitable M values for specific subject. So we do not release any suggestion on M value in this letter.
Experiment
In order to evaluate performance of our classifier and optimizer and extend pose annotation of JAAD dataset, we use AlphaPose [17] as pose estimator. 4.1 briefly introduce it and our use process. And, we describe the overall organization of our dataset in 4.2, training procedure in 4.3. Then, the general performance including numeric information and sample images is shown in 4.4 and 4.5. At the end of this section, we analyze the failure case and indicate potential future work in this area.
Pose Estimation
AlphaPose is an advanced real-time pose estimator and firstly achieved 70+ mAP (72.3 mAP) on COCO dataset and 80+ mAP (82.1 mAP) on MPII dataset. We use it to generate COCO model body poses and mix the qualified, filtered by human, with manual annotated poses as training data. It is worth nothing that we run AlphaPose without Poseflow [31] function, which match poses that correspond to the same person across frame, since JAAD dataset provide ground truth Bounding Box (BB) for each subject across frames. We run windows version PyTorch implementation of AlphaPose with parameter: -conf 0.05, -nms 0.8, which are confidence threshold for human detection.
Dataset
JAAD (Joint Attention for Autonomous Driving) [2] is a dataset provides data including but not limited to BBs, Behavior Tag of subjects on each frame and moving direction of pedestrians on each video acquired in naturalistic driving condition. Due to its large size, approximately 2.2k unique pedestrians and 337k bounding boxes, our pose annotations only cover part of set.
AlphaPose generates poses for qualified images (width is greater than 60 pixels) cropped from original JAAD frames according BBs. Before manual filtering, we remove poses who have average confidence score lower than 0.6 and any keypoint's score lower than 0.5. Note that average confidence score only takes 9 body keypoints (Fig. 4) into account. In the end, after inspection of them, we have 12,756 manual annotated and auto generated poses in total. Furthermore, since JAAD doesn't directly provide labels of lateral crossing (C), not-crossing (NC) and moving along direction of car's movement (LONG), we map behavioral label to C/NC/LONG as follows. We term as C to behavioral labels of walking, crossing, moving fast, moving slow, slow down, speed up and clear path when corresponding subject possess LAT label, which means the pedestrian is crossing in front of the car. In contrast, if the subject is labeled as LONG in JAAD, which indicates the same behavior as our LONG label does, we term it to this label set. And, stopped and standing labels are belong to NC. After mapping, we have 4,805 C, 4,096 LONG and 3,855 NC labels in our pose dataset.
We take the first 10,544 (84%) images for training and the rest (16%) for testing. We split dataset to 84:16 since by this way the amount of each pose class is relatively balanced. In testing set, there are 626 (28.3%) C, 862 (38.9%) NC and 724 (32.7%) LONG instances. And in training set there are 4,179 (39.6%) C, 2,993 (28.3%) NC and 3,372 (31.9%) LONG instances.
Training
We use PyTorch [32] to build, train and test our neural network with a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti. We use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with a initial learning rate of 2e-1 and a momentum of 0.5, a PyTorch ReduceLROnPlateau scheduler with a 0.5 decay rate and 3 patience and a batch size of 128. In addition, we use cross-entropy to evaluate loss. to We trained our neural network 50 epochs and it converged within 10 epochs. Note that our model need a high initial learning rate to converge and Adam optimizer is less likely to lead convergence by our experience. In addition, the size of this neural network is 2,378KB as python pickle file without computational graph, which is easy to be deployed. Check our project page for source code 2 . As to the best of our information and knowledge, at the moment our classifier is the only work designed for C/NC/LONG task. So, there is no object to compare with. Instead, we focus on the results and analyze potential reason of failure cases. Table. 1 reports the overall and categorical accuracy of our model and Fig. 7 shows samples of success and failure case. We calculate accuracy according to widely used definition: AC = C/T * 100%, where AC, C and T stands for accuracy rate, total correct prediction and total poses tested. We achieved 81.23% general accuracy rate.
Classifier
According to Table. 1, we can see that the model has better performance for recognizing NC state pose. The reason could be that the pose feature of standing and stopped is relatively more stable and obvious than C and LONG state poses since the former are from static but the latter are from dynamic actions. Therefore, it's easier for neural network to learn and identify NC pose. Furthermore, through observation of NC failure cases we notice that while standing, particularly close to curbside, some of subjects would pace in-situ or move legs without exact purpose, such as Fig.7 B6, which (Fig. 7) B5 and ready-towalk standing pose could also leads to failed predictions. According to error test results, we find that a large portion of failed predictions are incorrectly recognizing C or LONG pose as NC state.
The essential reason could be that the pose is similar to NC state when distance of legs is very close while walking as shown in Fig. 7 B1, B2 and B9. However, while our classifier is working on-board, this issue can be partially solved by AMO based on past contextual pose. 
Classifier + Optimizer
Since we only have l2 qualified continuous sequences, we are unable to show the performance of AMO across dataset. So, the evaluation will only based on these. And, due to the limitation of length, we only graphically show 1 partial NC-C pattern AMO performance in Fig 8. It's starting state is defined as NC and the frames for initialization are not shown in the graph. For the rest tests, we show numerical results in Table 2 .
We test classifier and classifier + AMO on 12 sequences and compared their results. According to the table, we can tell that the accuracy rate of C-C Pattern is obviously increased, which shows great potential of AMO considering the low C state accuracy rate shown in Table 2 . In contrast, the improvement of NC-C and C-NC-C pattern is less than the former. Except the reason that our model has more than 90% accuracy rate in NC class, the portion of NC and C pose is not well balanced in these sequence is also a potential reason.
It worth nothing that there is a contradiction. Although negative correction, which turns correct result from classifier to fault, will lower the accuracy report in experimental environment. In realworld application, some case of it can even improve the general safety level of vehicles. In Fig. 8 , Figure 8 : The time-line marked by circles is prediction generated C/NC/LONG and the time-line marked by cube is prediction generated by C/NC/LONG + AMO. Green and read indicates correct and incorrect prediction. The frame with red border is the TTE Frame. Before it, the state is NC. Start from it, the state is C.
we can tell that the first error prediction the classifier made is 1 frame earlier than TTE frame. And with AMO, the result is even worse, two frames before TTE are labeled as C. However, if the case happens on real-world roads, vehicles are able to slow down 2 frames (66.7 ms on 30 fps camera) earlier than a better performance classifier. Therefore, a reasonable evaluation criteria in this area is worth exploring for future work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we extend C/NC for autonomous vehicles to C/NC/LONG problem and proposed a fast shallow neural network classifier for this task. In addition, we introduce a novel behavior pattern based optimizer AMO, which significantly improved performance of classifier on continuous pose sequence, based on the analysis of pedestrians crossing behavior. Promising future work in this area could be working with occasional error pose generated by pose estimator, extracting more robust feature from human pose to improve classifier's accuracy and exploring high-performance parameters for static and dynamic AMO.
